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The parameters in a complex synthetic gene network must be ex-
tensively tuned before the network functions as designed. Here,
we introduce a simple and general approach to rapidly tune gene
networks in Escherichia coli using hypermutable simple sequence
repeats embedded in the spacer region of the ribosome binding
site. By varying repeat length, we generated expression libraries
that incrementally and predictably sample gene expression levels
over a 1,000-fold range. We demonstrate the utility of the ap-
proach by creating a bistable switch library that programmatically
samples the expression space to balance the two states of the
switch, and we illustrate the need for tuning by showing that
the switch’s behavior is sensitive to host context. Further, we show
that mutation rates of the repeats are controllable in vivo for sta-
bility or for targeted mutagenesis—suggesting a new approach
to optimizing gene networks via directed evolution. This tuning
methodology should accelerate the process of engineering func-
tionally complex gene networks.

gene network optimization ∣ evolvability ∣ synthetic biology

Engineering reliable and predictable synthetic gene networks
presents unique challenges because genetic parts such as pro-

moters, ribosome binding sites, and protein coding regions often
behave unexpectedly when used in novel designs. Noise (1, 2),
metabolic load (3), poorly characterized interactions with the
host (4), and general uncertainty about the detailed functionality
of parts conspire to limit the complexity of synthetic gene net-
works to a small number of interacting genes (5, 6). As a result,
a complex gene network that has been predicted analytically to
perform well may in fact perform poorly, if it works at all, when
ultimately implemented in cells. Furthermore, even if a gene net-
work can be made to perform well in a particular strain and en-
vironment, there is no guarantee that the same network will
perform well if ported to a new strain or environment (7). More
generally, synthetic networks often operate in substantially differ-
ent parameter regimes than expected during the design process
and must, therefore, be tuned (2, 8–11) before they function
properly, and even retuned when used in new environments or
with different hosts.

One way to improve the performance of a poorly tuned gene
network is to introduce focused variability into the design, gen-
erating a library of circuits (12–15) with the same genetic com-
ponents and connectivity, but with each member of the library
operating in a different parameter regime. In bacteria, for exam-
ple, promoters (16, 17), ribosome binding sites (RBS) (18, 19),
RNA stability (20, 21), protein stability (22), and other biochem-
ical details such as transcription factor regulation (23) or enzyme
catalysis (24) can be varied to sample different regions of para-
meter space. Furthermore, sensitivity analysis (25) can guide the
designer to parameters that, when tuned, are most likely to result
in improved performance. Subject to screening or selection, the
effectiveness of a tuning library is proportional to the range of
parameters it samples and is inversely proportional to its size.
More specifically, a useful tuning approach explores the para-
meter space over a large range with high resolution; results in
a predictable relationship between the genetic sequence and
the values of the corresponding parameters; and is scalable to

complex networks. Ideally, a good tuning method should also
be evolvable, forcing the host organism to focus mutations on
highly tunable elements in the network, such that it complements
directed evolution techniques (26, 27) by more frequently sam-
pling mutations that enhance functionality.

Here, we introduce a tuning mechanism for gene networks in
Escherichia coli that couples the straightforward tunability of
translation initiation rates via the RBS spacer region (18, 28,
29) with the high mutation rate and strong bias for insertion/
deletion mutations inherent to simple sequence repeats (SSR)
(30). We implement this mechanism by embedding mono- or di-
nucleotide SSRs between the Shine–Dalgarno sequence and the
start codon of target genes. We call this sequence motif the
rbSSR.

We describe multiple methods to generate libraries of rbSSR
sequences that vary in repeat number, using them to evaluate this
tuning approach against the criteria above. We found that these
libraries incrementally and predictably sample gene expression
levels over a 1,000-fold range, and that the range of expression
can be expanded by coarsely tuning promoter strength. We de-
monstrate the utility of the approach by fine-tuning three func-
tional behaviors of a bistable switch built with dual rbSSRs, and
illustrate the need for tuning by showing that the genomic context
of a host strain can have profound effects on the switch’s beha-
vior. We also show that rbSSR sequences are stable over more
than 200 generations, but that destabilization of the repeats in
a mutator strain focuses mutations to the spacer region, which
could be used to tune and select for optimized gene networks
in vivo. These results are broadly applicable to rapidly engineer-
ing functional gene circuits and scaling up circuit complexity by
enabling the creation of expression libraries that thoroughly and
predictably sample the parameter space of a gene network.

Results and Discussion
Explorability and Predictability of rbSSRs. To understand the resolu-
tion and limits of translational control with rbSSRs, we experi-
mentally examined four rbSSR spacer motifs: ðAÞn, ðTÞn,
ðATÞn, and ðACÞn; that is, n repeats of either a single or a pair
of nucleotides. For each motif, we constructed a parent plasmid
with a constitutive promoter, a strong Shine–Dalgarno region,
and an initial rbSSR spacer, driving the expression of a gfp gene
(Fig. 1A). Taking advantage of the inherent instability of repeats
during replication, especially in PCR (31), we generated plasmid
libraries by amplifying a region of each parent plasmid flanking
the rbSSR sequence and re-inserting the mutated amplicons into
pre-cut plasmid backbones (Fig. S1A). The resulting plasmid li-
braries were transformed into E. coli and screened visually and
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via cytometry for unique fluorescence levels to produce a strain
library (rbSSR-GFP) of repeat lengths for the four spacer motifs.

We measured the fluorescence output of rbSSR-GFP library
strains via flow cytometry of exponentially growing cells. The
mean intensity decreased linearly in log fluorescence over a
100- to 1,000-fold range as the number of rbSSR repeats in-
creased (Fig. 1B). The cell-cell variation in GFP levels for each
strain is considerably more uniform than what is observed for
more noise-prone tuning approaches, such as the dose-response
of an inducible promoter (32) (Fig. S2). The rate at which fluor-
escence intensity decreases depends on the nucleotide composi-
tion of the spacer, with the steepest decline for ðAÞn and the most
gradual decline for ðTÞn (Fig. 1C). The overall trend of the de-
cline roughly corresponds to computational predictions (18), but
with increasing disparity as the nucleotide composition of the
spacer deviates from poly-(A) residues (Fig. S3).

Creating rbSSR libraries is compatible with existing combina-
torial or compuational tuning approaches for transcription (12,
17) and translation (18, 19) rates, as well as for RNA stability
(21), and results in efficient sampling of the expression space with
a predictable mapping from sequence to expression. By coupling
rbSSRs with promoters of different strengths or by altering the 5′
untranslated region (UTR) of the transcript, different regions of
the expression space spanning nearly five orders of magnitude
can be sampled (Fig. 1D). Through PCR mutagenesis of the
rbSSR, we generated no fewer than nine bases of repeat se-
quence, which—depending on the nucleotide composition of the
RBS—results in spacing near the optimum of five bases (29)
(Fig. S3A).

Scaling Up Complexity: Fine-Tuning a Bistable Switch.To demonstrate
that rbSSRs can be used to fine-tune functional gene networks,
we built an rbSSR-enhanced bistable switch (Fig. 2A) using the
same architecture as the mutually inhibitory switch described
by Gardner, Cantor, and Collins (33). For our switch, rbSSRs se-
parately drive the expression of the repressor proteins LacI

and TetR, which are expressed bicistronically with GFP and RFP,
respectively.

The dominant state and spontaneous switching rate between
states for this circuit depend on the initial state of the system,
the expression strength of each repressor gene, the stability of
the associated proteins and mRNAs, the rate of leaky transcrip-
tion for each repressor/promoter combination (see Fig. S4), plas-
mid copy number, and circuit-host interactions that affect global
expression dynamics and growth rate. As a result, it is difficult to
predict a priori if one state will dominate or if each state will be
equally likely when the switch is expressed in a given strain. In
fact, our first assays with this switch architecture, untuned and
expressed in E. coli strain DH5α, showed that the switch was only
stable in one state: Despite an initial bias to the LacI-dominant
state, cells that spontaneously switched to the TetR-dominant
state eventually swept the population due to a growth rate advan-
tage (Fig. S5).

Depending on the values of the network parameters, the mu-
tual inhibition circuit architecture can produce a range of useful
behaviors. If both states are highly stable, cells can act as mole-
cular detectors, responding to environmental signals and retain-
ing the detected state over tens of generations in the absence of
the signal (33). If one state is sufficiently less stable than the
other, cells can act as programmable timers when initialized in
the less stable state (12). If the two switch states are well-
balanced, cells could perform coin-flipping behaviors as a noisy
switch. A synthetic bistable switch encoding coin-flipper beha-
viors could be a useful foundational circuit for implementing syn-
thetic multicellular systems that emerge from individual cells,
such as bet-hedging, pattern formation, and division of labor (34).

To make our switch easily tunable, we incorporated poly-(T)
and poly-(A) rbSSRs between identical, unoptimized 5′ UTR se-
quences and the tetR and lacI genes, respectively. From this de-
sign we built a 36-strain combinatorial library (rbSSR-BSS) using
oligo assembly (35) (Fig. S1C) of six single-stranded DNA frag-
ments that encode the regulatory sequences for the two operons,
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Fig. 1. The rbSSR construct and rbSSR-GFP library characterization. (A) The rbSSR construct. A simple sequence repeat is embedded in the spacer region of the
ribosome binding site between the Shine–Dalgarno sequence and the coding sequence of the target gene, in this case gfp. (B) Fluorescence distributions of the
ðATÞ6–ðATÞ12 rbSSR-GFP library expressed from constitutive promoter J23100 and measured by flow cytometry. Varying the spacer length evenly samples a
large expression range over three orders of magnitude with uniform noise properties. (C) Mean GFP expression levels for rbSSR-GFP libraries generated from
parent plasmids ðAÞ20, ðTÞ20, ðATÞ12, and ðACÞ8 (Table S4). Increasing the spacer length generally lowers gene expression, though the trend of the decline is
sensitive to the nucleotide composition of the repeats. Each library uses identical promoter (J23100) and 5′ UTR sequences. Error bars represent standard error
from three colonies. (D) Mean GFP expression levels for multiple ðAÞn rbSSR-GFP libraries, as in C. Tuning translational and transcriptional efficiencies through
regulatory sequences in the 5′ UTR or promoter regions (Table S5), respectively, can be used in conjunction with rbSSR libraries to more broadly sample the
expression space.
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including rbSSR spacers of length 10 to 20 repeats in steps of two
(Fig. 2A). This library represents a coarse sampling (30%) of the
reachable rbSSR expression space from 10 to 20 repeats. We
transformed sublibrary assemblies that contained all six poly-
(A) variants for each poly-(T) rbSSR into lacI− expression strain
2.320 for screening via flow cytometry and sequence verification.

We initially characterized the behaviors of the rbSSR-BSS
strain library by observing the natural bias of each switch variant
in fresh, uninduced 2.320 transformants. We used flow cytometry
to capture a scatter plot of red and green fluorescence for the
cells during exponential growth (Fig. 2B). We combined these re-
sults to produce a grid of scatter plots for the entire library
(Fig. 2C) and observed a suprisingly broad range of switch distri-
butions. As expected, a strong rbSSR for one repressor coupled
with a weak rbSSR for the opposing repressor results in a natural
bias toward the strong rbSSR state. However, the distribution of
switch states is bimodal for the majority of the library variants,
and the fraction of cells in the green state, while consistent for
a single strain, shifts predictably as rbSSR strength is varied.

Context Matters. The context in which a gene network such as the
bistable switch is expressed can dramatically affect the perfor-
mance of the network (4, 36), but its effect is, in general, poorly
understood and not easily incorporated into modeling gene net-
work performance. To illustrate this point, we transformed each
variant of the rbSSR-BSS library into a second lacI− strain of
E. coli—BW25113 ΔlacI—and performed the same initial char-
acterization assay described above. While the genotypes of these
two strains differ (see SI Text), one might expect the two to be
functionally identical with regard to the circuit’s behavior because
neither strain expresses LacI or TetR from the genome. In fact,
the behaviors of the second strain, shown in Fig. 2D, are pro-

foundly different. The same rbSSR pairs that generate bimodality
in the original strain generally produce unimodal behaviors in the
new strain. Also, while we observed little colony-to-colony varia-
tion in the distributions of switch states for the first strain library,
nearly half of the strains in the second library exhibited two dis-
tinct colony phenotypes—one biased toward LacI-dominant cells,
and the other biased toward TetR-dominant cells. For these
strains, the distribution of colony types shifted predictably with
rbSSR strength (Fig. S6).

To further characterize the behavior of the switch library, we
performed induction and microscopy assays on subsets of the
strain libraries. First, to observe the long-term stability of each
switch, we forced strains to the TetR- and LacI-dominant states
using the chemical inducers IPTG and aTc, respectively. After a
period of induced growth, we washed the inducers away and mon-
itored fluorescence distributions over 96 h of continuous growth
(Fig. S7). We found that construct ðTÞ12∕ðAÞ12 in both strain
backgrounds exhibits robust bistable behaviors. In strain 2.320,
the bistability is maintained for the duration of the experiment.
For the weaker rbSSR pairing ðTÞ16∕ðAÞ14, the LacI-dominant
state is less robust, leading to mixed or TetR-dominant popula-
tions after 96 h. On the other hand, strains we found to have
low growth rates when in the naturally dominant state
(Table S1) behaved like monostable timer circuits, completely
switching state after initialization to the slow-growth state. Final-
ly, to investigate the switching dynamics of the uninduced switch,
we performed microcolony growth assays from single cells for a
subset of the 2.320 strain library (Table S2). Along the diagonal
for roughly equal rbSSR lengths, we observed a few rbSSR pair-
ings with a significant fraction of cells in transition between states,
which resulted in mixed-state microcolonies (Fig. S8 and
Movies S1–S3).
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Fig. 2. Construction of rbSSR-BSS library and its characterization in two lacI− strains. (A) The mutually inhibitory bistable switch architecture with ðTÞi rbSSR
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The difference between Fig. 2 C and D and the range of func-
tional behaviors observed when varying rbSSR pairings both un-
derscore the importance of tuning and highlight limitations of
tuning a single network parameter. In the initial characterization
assay, we estimate roughly 40 generations pass from the initial
plating of transformants to the cytometry assay. Over that period,
switch variants in strain 2.320 appear to approach steady-state dis-
tributions relatively quickly, evidenced by consistent fluorescence
distributions across colonies. By contrast, the same constructs in
BW25113 lacI− appear to maintain some initial state, resulting in
two distinct colony phenotypes. For this circuit, it is likely that
adjusting an additional network parameter, such as circuit copy
number (37) or promoter leak (17) could compensate for the con-
textual differences between the two strains. Although it is unlikely
that these differences could be predicted for two arbitrary strains,
it is reasonable to expect that two arbitrary strains could be tuned
to behave the same way—suggesting that building tuning into a
system is an extremely important design consideration.

Stability and Evolvability of rbSSRs. Although we are not aware of
simple sequence repeats embedded within RBS spacers in any nat-
ural context, these repeat sequences are known to accelerate evo-
lutionary adaptation when situated within coding sequences and
other regulatory regions (30). SSRs undergo insertion/deletion
mutations at rates four to five orders of magnitude higher than
arbitrary sequences of the same length (38, 39). Some bacteria
utilize SSR variability to strictly control protein expression via fra-
meshift mutations in coding sequences or to alter transcription
rates via insertions or deletions to promoter spacers (40). Repeats
embedded in promoter and gene coding sequences are also found
to be responsible for environmental adaptations in many higher
organisms (30). When used in synthetic gene circuits, the instabil-
ity of SSRs could be detrimental if it caused the performance of a
circuit to degrade or detune over time. On the other hand, repeat
variation could be a powerful tool to optimize circuit performance
through directed evolution by focusing mutations to regions of the
circuit that have strong and predictable effects on gene expression.

To examine the long-term stability of rbSSR sequences, we
measured the sequence drift of the rbSSR-GFP gene circuit using

DNA sequence trace analysis of serially-passaged wild-type and
mutator strains over approximately 220 generations. Specifically,
we transformed the ðAÞ15 rbSSR-GFP plasmid into wild-type
strain BW25113 and mismatch-repair deficient strain BW25113
ΔmutS, and cultured each strain in triplicate over 16 serial pas-
sages. We extracted plasmid DNA from each overnight culture
for sequence trace analysis (see Fig. S9). For the wild-type strain,
we observed no mutations in the gfp gene, including the regula-
tory and rbSSR sequences (Fig. 3A), which demonstrates that
rbSSR sequences can remain stable for very long periods. How-
ever, when propagated in the mutator strain, we observed a
strong bias for SSR deletions as the fraction of ðAÞ14 plasmids
increased steadily over time (Fig. 3B).

By fitting a model of insertion/deletion mutations based on a
birth-death process to the data (Fig. 3 C and D and SI Text), we
inferred the mutation rates to be 2.6 × 10−4 deletions and 5.1 ×
10−5 insertions per base pair of repeat sequence per generation,
which are within the range of reported rates (38). We also in-
ferred the SSR mutation rate in the mutator strain to be at least
20 times greater than in the wild-type strain, which is consistent
with previous work (39). While we observed no mutations in the
promoter or the gfp coding sequence for the mutator strain, we
did find that rbSSR instability varied among replicates (Fig. S10)
with one replicate resulting in a final distribution of plasmids with
repeats ðAÞ13 through ðAÞ17. Note that these experiments were
performed without any intentional selection, and the results
are likely primarily due to drift.

Conclusion
The experiments described in this report suggest that a complex
gene network may require substantial tuning to function as de-
sired. Our approach to tuning synthetic bacterial gene networks
uses a very simple construct: A sequence repeat in the spacer re-
gion of the RBS. Sequence repeats seem ideal for this purpose for
a variety of reasons. First, the relationship between the length of
the repeat and the strength of the resulting RBS is clear. Second,
the range of expression obtained by coupling rbSSR libraries with
other regulatory sequences, such as promoters, is large. Third,
genetic instability can be focused on the RBS spacer, allowing
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rapid exploration of the expression space via PCR or combinator-
ial assembly methods. Additional experiments must be performed
to demonstrate the potential of these repeats as tools for tuning
gene networks in vivo via selection.

Our study also demonstrates that the range of behaviors of a
gene network library, in our case of a bistable switch, can be sub-
stantial and highly sensitive to the host context. We have shown
that cells expressing the switch can act as a molecular detector or
a timer, with possible applications in medical diagnostics or in-
dustrial bioprocessing. However, growth inhibition strategies
for the timer that rely on protein overexpression are not muta-
tionally robust, so other strategies may be required to increase
circuit stability. We have also shown that the same switch archi-
tecture, tuned properly, produces noisy coin-flipping behaviors
that could be used as a core circuit element to initiate cell differ-
entiation for synthetic multicellular systems.

We believe the same approach we have used to engineer highly
tunable elements with simple sequence repeats can be extended
to other network parameters in bacteria (40, 41) and to higher
organisms (42) by tuning the spacing between known regulatory
motifs such as those responsible for transcription initiation (12)
or intron splicing efficiency (43). To continue scaling up function-
ally complex behaviors in synthetic gene networks, these ap-
proaches will likely need to be combined with tuning methods
that control parameters that are untunable by our methods, in-
cluding network connectivity, protein-protein interactions, and
enzyme catalytic efficiencies. The present tuning approach will
likely be a part of comprehensive strategies for fine-tuning gene
circuits to perform optimally in a given context.

Materials and Methods
Strains and Media. GFP library construction and assays were carried out in
MG1655. Bistable switch library constructs were screened in 2.320 [Coli
Genetic Stock Center (CGSC) accession number 6440] and assayed in strains
2.320 and BW25113 ΔlacI. Serial passage experiments for in vivo mutation
rate analysis were carried out in wild-type BW25113 (CGSC accession number
7636) and mutator BW25113 ΔmutS strains. Strains BW25113 ΔlacI and
BW25113 ΔmutS were created from JW0336-1 (CGSC accesstion number
8528) and JW2703-2 (CGSC accession number 10126), respectively, using plas-
mid pFLP2 (44) to excise the FRT-flanked kanamycin cassettes, followed by
sucrose counterselection to cure the pFLP2 plasmid (45). M9 minimal media
(M8000, Teknova) supplemented with 50 μg∕mL kanamycin was used for
growth and fluorescence assays. Serial passages were performed in LB broth
(10 g∕L tryptone, 5 g∕L yeast extract, 10 g∕L NaCl) supplemented with
50 μg∕mL kanamycin.

GFP Library Generation. The backbone for the rbSSR-GFP libraries was gener-
ated from a parent plasmid with a p15A replication origin containing ðAÞ20,
ðTÞ20, ðACÞ8, or ðATÞ12 by digestion with endonucleases XbaI and NdeI to ex-
cise a small region including the rbSSR, followed by gel extraction and pur-
ification. Spacer variation for the rbSSR-GFP libraries was generated by PCR
with Phusion Flash master mix (F548, Finnzymes) using the parent plasmids as
templates. PCR amplicons were purified by gel extraction. The backbone and
rbSSR amplicon libraries were joined using Gibson assembly (46), and trans-
formed directly into expression strain MG1655 for screening. Repeat lengths
with fewer than nine base pairs were not observed from PCR reactions; plas-
mids for repeats ðAÞ6–ðAÞ9 (see Fig. S3A) were thus constructed by ordering
oligos encoding each spacer, followed by PCR amplification and Gibson as-
sembly to a PCR-amplified vector backbone. All constructs were verified
by sequencing. A more detailed description of the method is found in the
SI Text.

Bistable Switch Library Generation. The backbone for rbSSR-BSS library con-
struction was prepared from a parent plasmid with a p15A replication origin
by digestion with endonucleases AclI and SnaBI, followed by gel extraction
and purification. A set of six primers—O1R, O2F, O3R, O4F, O5R, and O6F (see
Table S3)—was ordered (IDT) to encode the regulatory region and introduce
rbSSR sequences. Six variant oligos encoding rbSSRs ðTÞ10;12;…;20 and
ðAÞ10;12;…;20 were ordered for primers O1R and O6F, respectively. A short
PCR amplicon from tetRwas used to join the digested backbone to the oligos.
Combinatorial libraries of all poly-(A) repeats for each poly-(T) repeat were
generated using Gibson assembly with the backbone fragment, the PCR

amplicon, and the proper mix of oligos, and transformed directly into expres-
sion strain 2.320 for screening. The regulatory regions between digestion
sites for each library clone were verified by sequencing. A more detailed de-
scription of the method is found in the SI Text.

Cell Growth and Plate Reader Measurements. For GFP assays, freshly streaked
colonies were transferred in triplicate to 200 μL M9 minimal media in 96-well
plates (Costar 3795) and grown to saturation overnight at 37 °C in a shaker.
The cultures were then diluted 1∶100 in 200 μL prewarmed fresh broth in 96-
well plates (Costar 3904), grown at 37 °C to OD600 0.15 to 0.2 in a plate reader
(Biotek) with shaking. Optical densities (600 nm) and GFP measurements (485-
nm excitation, 510-nm emission) were taken every 10 min. When grown to
target density, 10 μL of each culture was transferred to 100 μL 1× PBS (Gibco)
with 34 μg∕mL chloramphenicol chilled at 4 °C. Bistable switch assays were
performed similarly, with the exception that freshly transformed colonies
were selected at random from plates after incubation for 12–14 h at 37 °C,
and fluorescence measurements were made in the plate reader for RFP
(590-nm excitation, 632-nm emission) in addition to optical density and GFP.

Flow Cytometry Measurements. Diluted cultures from the plate reader mea-
surements were transferred to a flow cytometer (C6 with CSampler, Accuri).
To prevent well–well contamination, blank wells containing PBS were read
after each sample well. GFP measurements (488-nm excitation, 533-nm emis-
sion) and RFP measurements (488-nm excitation, 610-nm emission) were re-
corded for 50,000 events per sample. Cells were gated using a rectangular
gate in forward scatter and side scatter. For the GFP assays, background fluor-
escence levels from cells containing an empty vector without gfp were sub-
tracted from the geometric mean of GFP expression for each sample culture.
Fluorescence levels in both the GFP and RFP channels were used to generate
the scatter plots for the bistable switch assays. Cytometry measurements
were analyzed using custom Matlab scripts (see SI Text). For color compensa-
tions, 4.5% of the red channel fluorescence was subtracted from the green
channel fluorescence, and 7.8% of the green channel fluorescence was sub-
tracted from the red channel fluorescence. These percentages were deter-
mined using experimental data from strains with plasmids expressing only
RFP or GFP, respectively. Cutoffs from color-compensated levels of 500 and
750 were used for classifying cells as “red” or “green,” respectively (see
SI Text).

rbSSR Variation in Vivo. Freshly transformed colonies of wild-type and muta-
tor strains containing the ðAÞ15 rbSSR-GFP plasmid were transferred in tripli-
cate to 6 mL of LB supplemented with kanamycin and grown to saturation
overnight at 37 °C in a shaker. Overnight cultures were mixed and 1 μL trans-
ferred into 6 mL fresh broth, which was grown to saturation. Plasmid mini-
preps from overnight cultures were prepared, sequenced, and the
sequencing traces were analyzed as described below. This process was fol-
lowed through 16 passages.

Chromatogram Processing of in Vivo rbSSR Passages. Chromatogram
trace data from sequencing reactions were converted to csv files with the
abiparser.py Python script (http://www.bioinformatics.org/groups/?group_
id=497) and imported into Mathematica for analysis. Trace data were sepa-
rated by nucleotide identity into individual channels and four isolated
bases—A30, T99, T115, and G143—were selected for calculating repeat distribu-
tions. Each isolated nucleotide was located at least five bases from the nearest
nucleotide of the same type (Fig. S9). For each isolated nucleotide, peak
heights over a 7-peak window were normalized to calculate a distribution
of repeats ðAÞ13 to ðAÞ17. The mean of these four distributions was used to
populate the serial passage dataset.

Note that we consistently observed an apparent 5–8% contribution from
a single-unit deletion for the ðAÞ15 sequence traces. This noise, possibly an
artifact of polymerase slippage in the sequencing reaction, was observed
in all rbSSR ðAÞ15 sequencing traces, including the initial sequence verification
of the ðAÞ15 rbSSR-GFP construct and all passages of the wild-type strain
across three replicates, with a mean contribution of 6.6% (n ¼ 50). To com-
pensate for this noise we adjusted the peak height Pn for repeat length n to
P̂n ¼ Pn − 0.066Pnþ1 for each target nucleotide when computing distri-
butions.
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